We extracted English expressions that appear in Japanese sentences in newspaper articles and on the Internet. The results obtained from the newspaper articles showed that the preposition "in" has been regularly used for more than ten years, and it is still regularly used now. The results obtained from the Internet articles showed there were many kinds of English expressions from various parts of speech. We extracted some interesting expressions that included English prepositions and verb phrases. These were interesting because they had different word orders to the normal order in Japanese expressions. Comparing the extracted English and katakana expressions, we found that the expressions that are commonly used in Japanese are often written in the katakana syllabary and that the expressions that are not so often used in Japanese, such as prepositions, are hardly ever written in the katakana syllabary.
Introduction
We often see English expressions inserted in Japanese sentences, such as "コンサート in 東 京" ("コンサート"=concert, "東京"=Tokyo). We extracted such expressions that were written in kanji, katakana, hiragana, and Roman alphabet characters or combinations of these characters from articles in the Mainichi Shinbun (a major daily Japanese language newspaper) and on the Internet. From the same sources, we also extracted expressions that used katakana characters instead of English characters, such as "博覧会イン京都" ("博覧会"= exposition, "イン"=in, "京都"=Kyoto). The study of such expressions is useful for linguists studying the development process of languages (Ito (2001) , Daulton (2003), and Murata et al. (2004) ).
Automatic extraction of English and Katakana expressions
We used computers to extract candidate expressions in Japanese that included English expressions from Mainichi Shinbun articles published between 1991 and 2005 and from about 2 GB of Internet articles. We then checked the candidate expressions by hand to select the actual expressions we would use in our research. We initially extracted expressions from Mainichi Shinbun articles. We took only the expressions that contained brackets. This is because expressions that include English expressions in Japanese sentences often appear in brackets. We automatically extracted expressions that satisfied the following conditions: i) included both Japanese characters in hiragana, katakana, and kanji and characters in the Roman alphabet, ii) the adjacent characters to English expressions are Japanese characters, or English expressions appear at the beginning of the expressions or the end of the expressions, iii) the second to last characters of the English expression were not capitalized, and iv) English expressions that consisted of more than one character. The condition ii) is used because there were many cases where the expressions were just replaced with Japanese expressions such as "過労死 (karoushi) 病" ("過労死"="overwork death", "karoushi" is the reading of " 過 労 死 ", "病"=disease), and we excluded such expressions. The condition iii) is used because there were many cases where expressions consisted of capitalized characters that were probably abbreviations, such as "OPEC" and "ASEAN", and we excluded such expressions. We used only the cases were an English expression inserted into a Japanese sentence consisted of one word. This is because English expressions that consist of multiple words are often quotations of English phrases or sentences and are not expressions where the Japanese and English languages merge. We extracted expressions that did not contain appropriate spaces, such as "Welcometo". We did not use expressions where the English expression was a noun, a proper noun, a symbol, or adjective that was modified by adding the Japanese suffixes "na" (for an adjective) and "suru" (for a verb). This is because the deleted expressions are popular in the conventional Japanese language. (In this study, we extracted "de", although it is not English but French. This is because its frequency is high and it is also an interesting expression.) We arranged the final list of expressions in order of frequency (see Table 1 ). "V", "AJ", "AV", "PP", "CJ", "AR", "PO", and "PH" (in the table below) indicate verbs, adjectives, adverbs, prepositions, conjunctions, articles, possessive pronouns, and phrases, respectively.
Next, we extracted expressions from articles on the Internet. We used the same conditions as above and one additional condition: the first character of an English expression at the beginning of the sentence had to be capitalized. The results are shown in Table 2 . Here, the extracted results are arranged by parts of speech. The table shows the English expression, its frequency, and some examples for each expression. In the example, the corresponding part of the English expression is marked with a *. Table 2 shows the results in descending order of frequency. The table only contains expressions that appeared more than 10 times.
Finally, we extracted from Mainichi Shinbun and Internet articles Japanese expressions that contained katakana expressions. We next constructed a list of the English expressions written in katakana characters. Using only katakana expressions, we compiled a list of expressions in order of frequency (Tables 3 and 4) . We plotted graphs showing the average (we call it average value) of the average, mode, and median years when the extracted expressions appeared (Figures 1 and 2 ). In the figures, each expression is displayed in ascending order of the average value. We added the total number of expression and the average value to each expression in the figures. Therefore, expressions that appeared in the earlier years are displayed higher on the graph, while expressions that appeared in the later years are displayed lower. Table 1 shows that English prepositions have been used for more than 10 years. The use of the expression "in" rapidly increased in 1994. After that, it appeared more than 10 times each year. "Let's" has also been used for more than 10 years; however, it stopped appearing in 2000. The prepositions "at", "of", "with", "from", "by", "of", "with", "from", "by", and "to" have been also used for a relatively long time. We extracted various English expressions that form various parts of speech from articles on the Internet (Table 2 ). Prepositions appear the most frequently, followed by conjunctions.
Discussion
Adjectives are third. After that, in descending order of frequency, come phrases, adverbs, 
AD 1 
AJ 1 articles, possessive pronouns, suffixes, verbs, and interrogative pronouns. The expressions using prepositions, phrases, and verbs from articles on the Internet (Table 2 ) have a word order that is different from the usual Japanese language word order. For example, "キャンペーン in 渋谷" ("キャンペーン"=campaign, "渋谷"=Shibuya (location name)), "What's けいば" ("けいば"="horse race"), and "Welcome えひめ" ("えひめ"=Ehime (location name)). The Japanese standard word order is "渋谷でのキャンペーン" ("渋谷"=Shibuya (location name)), "での"=in, "キャンペーン"=campaign), "けいばとは何" ("けいば"="horse race", "とは"=be, "何"=what), and "えひめへようこそ" ("えひめ"=Ehime(location name), "へ"=to, "ようこそ"=welcome), respectively. The reason for the change in word order is because in English the important thing is usually at the beginning of a sentence, so it is convenient to construct compact expressions in this way.
This kind of the word order difference has already been seen in Japanese expressions of Chinese origin, such as "於東京" ("於"=in, "東京"=Tokyo), "必履修" ("必"=require, "履 修"="take a course"), and "対テロ" ("対"= against or to, "テロ"=terror). Expressions like "キ ャンペーン in 渋谷" are possibly due to the tolerant and flexible characteristic of Japanese language which permits expressions like "於東京". Table 3 shows the frequency with which katakana expressions appear in Mainichi Shinbun articles. Adjectives and adverbs have appeared with high frequencies for a long time. The table shows that katakana expressions containing adjectives and adverbs have been used more often then other parts of speech. The article "the" and the verb "welcome" have been used for a long time.
By comparing the frequency of English expressions with that of katakana expressions using the data in Tables 2 and 4 , we found that adverbs and adjectives, such as "アップ" (up) and "デ ジタル" (digital), that are often used in Japanese are often expressed using katakana and that prepositions that are not used so often in Japanese are not often expressed using katakana. That is, we found a trend in which English expressions that have been used often in Japanese are likely to be expressed with katakana and English expressions that have not been used often in Japanese are likely to be expressed using the Roman alphabet. We can see many English expressions in the parts of speech that are not adjectives and adverbs. These are prepositions, conjunctions, phrases, articles, possessive pronouns, suffixes, verbs, and interrogative pronouns. We think these expressions have not yet entered the Japanese language, and they are new expression styles. In terms of adjectives and adverbs, we can see many English expressions for the adjectives "new" and "old" and the adverbs "all" and "not". Thus, the adjectives and adverbs may be special expressions.
Conclusions
We extracted Japanese expressions that included English expressions from Mainichi Shinbun articles that appeared over a 15-year period and from 2 GB of Internet articles. We found that the preposition "in" has been used often for more than ten years. We extracted from Internet articles many kinds of English expressions that contained various parts of speech. We also extracted interesting expressions that used English prepositions or verb phrases. These interesting expressions had different word orders to ordinary Japanese sentences. From comparing the extracted English and katakana expressions, we suggest that English expressions that are common in Japanese are likely to be written in katakana and that English expressions that are not common in Japanese are likely to written in the Roman syllabary.
